
We’re hiring a

Founding Engineer (QA)

Who we are

SuperAdvisor is building the future of finance by re-imagining how financial planners
and advisors give personalized advice to their clients. We help advisors build
independent businesses (think: what Shopify did for merchants) and automate processes
(think: what Zapier did for entrepreneurs and small businesses).

We’re successful when our advisors feel like their business is orchestrated for them
and when their clients have 100% confidence in their financial lives.

Founded by a software engineer and technical product owner, we are a product-led and
technology focussed team. Engineering quality and standards, as well as the
well-being of our engineers, are top priorities.

What will your main responsibilities be?

● Ensuring the quality and reliability of new features and changes via manual
testing against requirements. Working with engineers until new features are
satisfactory

● Ensuring the quality and reliability of application functionality via
automated testing - from strategy design to implementation

● Establishing testing practices and procedures, and ensuring they’re understood
and followed across the team

● Strategically triaging testing priorities
● Maintaining a bug database
● Generally making sure our code that gets released is as seamless and

functional as possible! (and if it’s not, that we identify what needs to get
fixed)

What skills make you a good candidate?

● Attention to detail, and a passion for making sure stuff works, and works well
● Interest in and a solid knowledge of testing practices and methodologies
● The ability to triage, prioritize, and strategize about what testing practices will

have the most impact (esp in early days when there is lots of change)
● Comfortable (or willing to learn) Typescript, NodeJS, and React
● As our founding QA Engineer, you will have lots of autonomy over what testing tools we

use (we trust you!). However, we are currently using Jest for unit and API testing, so
some knowledge of Jest would likely be valuable.

Visit us at www.superadvisor.ai or email us at careers@superadvisor.ai

http://www.superadvisor.ai


What type of person will fit in?

● You thrive in ambiguous situations and take it upon yourself to problem-solve.
● You are a team player. We recognize people who are contributing not only by

their own individual contributions, but by bringing people around them up as
well.

● You leave your politics at the door. It’s hard enough to build a lasting
company from the ground up without external distractions. Our team supports
all sorts of causes, just on their own time.

● You’re comfortable in high-autonomy situations, and are ok with working in a
less structured environment typical of an early-stage startup (lots of
opportunity to define the structure yourself)

● You are comfortable in a blameless culture - the focus is on our team vs. the
problem, not each other

Other important details

● We work in Toronto, Canada but we are remote-friendly.
● Resumes are great but not necessary to apply. You can send a LinkedIn profile

too. Bonus: send a <60 second video or Loom to introduce yourself and why you
are interested in applying.

Visit us at www.superadvisor.ai or email us at careers@superadvisor.ai

http://www.superadvisor.ai

